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How does one write a statement that has has taken me 83 years to live and experience? I’ve 
been painting, drawing and illustrating for the past 60 years and currently alive and still painting 
and exhibiting. 
As a kid I drew pictures of football players tackling and blocking accompanied by my sounds I 
made to give emphasis to my drawings. i took art lessons for a year(?) but would rather be out 
playing with my friends. After high school I attended U of Maryland but dropped out to attend art 
school in the Big Apple (NYC), art all day every day at SVA, School of Visual Arts, in the city, 
visited the galleries, had discussions and arguments over what me and fellow students saw and 
thought. I was becoming an “artist”, but not yet. Spent two years in Texas as a guest of the US 
Army. Painting and drawing in my off time was all up to me now, no professor to push me along. 
Moved to Mexico, a totally different culture than the US, and received an MFA degree in painting 
from an American University in Mexico City. I was becoming an “artist” but I wouldn’t say I was, 
but I thought I was.
Back in the US I worked as an editorial illustrator/cartoonist for The Record in NJ, creating 
illustrations and cartoon-illustrations everyday. fot 26 years. It was challenging and demanding. I 
loved it. I was also exhibiting my personal painting creations and exhibiting at galleries and 
museums in North Jersey. Painting made me a better illustrator and illustrating made me a 
better painter.
For the past 20 years since retirement, I continue to create my semi-surreal fantasy like absurd, 
humor filled serious paintings. 
It’s always a challenge to create a painting. It’s not easy; however, in the process of painting 
magic is discovered.


